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PREFACE

This resource unit has been prepared- by William E. Gar land,, research

associate on the staff of Project Africa, a social studies curriculum

research: and development project' located at Zarnegie-Mellon University

in Pittsbutgh,. Pennsylvania. It is based- on. research conducted by Project

research 'associate Lamont Thomas, an experienced classroom teacher -of

African history and cultUresand-kira _Garland-. -The -unit itself has been

designed in consultation with leading specialists on -African- society

vrbanization.,

,-;This unit 'consists of an introductiom and twq:_major, sections.. In

the' :introduction, Mr.. Garland%susgeste 'several, different,- approaches to.

the study ..of, urbanization-, in Africa ,south of the Sahara. An, annotated

bibliography' of: Selected;.:sOurces: on =various aspects -of 'urbanization

in Africa and its:-Impact -on Africans,. follows, -as Tart- -X--of this. unit.

Included-, -here; are-brief -descript-ions. of .,selected .,materials that .w_111

prove useful in classroom study _of !..this These :materials have

been -,classified, and :annotated.,-_,in _-&-Tariety of -ways Reference to this

listing -May '_',provide =materials and/or ideas -which-will ,possible the

development.':of_unitk_vf: Study, :organized :along- -the --lines of one or more

of Ithelapproaches suggested _by.-!Mr. :Garland :or '31)Y any .classroom,

teacheray,-__

Part II of this report consists of a model teaching unit. This_

particular unit is built on an inquiry-teaching strategy and utilizes

a varietyltf .materialsto-:explore the impact of -urban, life, on individual

Africans, their .responses to this way of life and implications of these.

responses for the students themselves. It is designed for use by high

school seniors.
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This teaching unit, as reprinted here, includes daily lesson plans,

outlineti of materials and Copies of handouts, work sheets and study

guides detigned for student use. The unit concludes with a set of

reading materials selected for student use. All -teacher materials in

this resource unit -are- printed on yellow paper. Materials for use -by

the students are pr-inted.on white paper to facilitate duplication by

a thermofn or other similar :process.

It should be noted that the teaching plan and instructional materials

which couiptite this Unit, While designed by experienced. classroom teachers,

have not 'teen "tested in aAny classroom 'setting. They may tor may not be

Immediately dseful for any specific 'curriculum or- grotip of :students*._

They are:Ptidented here, 'tether, as a 'model. of one possible way to-.intro-

due6 a -study. of -Urban life in Afrita--,as a suggested teaching -unit which .

a teacher -may revise, 'build On 'or excerpt frot as his and-ids students'

objectives;- interests and abilities didtate.

'Th.ia report is by7iio means presented" as a. "final product" but -rather

as .a resource=tioMethiiig to 'be ,drattn on in buildirt&-,a specific learning,

experiente for a EipeCific gittip of students. 'When. thia'bibliographY-and

teaching Unit ;are 7thtiii 'tiled, they will hopefully-contribute to :exciting

and usable classroom learning about Africa and even, perhaps, about

ourselves.

Carnegie-Mellon University :Barry I. Beyer, -.Director-7

Spring, 1970 Project Africa
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AFRICAN URBANIZATION

Africa south of the Sahara, as elsewhere in the world, is urbanizing
at an aStoniShing rate. Mete are-tanyWhd view this-development with
alarm and predidt the isMehtlifig" of the ttaAitional African cultures
as an inevitable. consequence. Other observers tend *Make light of-the
oftenSeVeke.pertonal shd_grOup problets which do iiv::fact occur in African
cities_,. these problems of adjustment as-mete "growing pAins."
What is too-often °Vet-looked by both groups, however, is the sheer variety
of urbanism in Africa- -a variety which makes it very difficult to generalize
about an "African" urbanization.

Most impcittant-of-alii-tine-ShOUldtecognize-that ihecity:-is not new
to Aftica._.Trading_ cities have risen and fallen in Africa along with the
fortunes of-the, ttans4aharaktraders and thobe of the-sea captainti car-
rying merchandlise betWeem the OAS Of 'India and China and those of EaSt
Africa. Other cities, centers of political and religious dominance, have
developed throughout the continent i=in fadt,'-thiirhas-likely been a fairly
common developmental; over Africa. Indeed,:atl.east_one of the people's
of Africa have A centuries -old tradition of tikbaniam.-The Yoruba people

have apparently lived in cities since their arrival in Western Nigeria
and now look "down" upon people who do not live in cities. They call
them Hicks! Thus, it should be clear that the impact of urbanization on
Africans will likely vary considerably -=at least to the extent to which
a given area has had some prior experience with an urban way of life.

roaches To SttuMEizkLI Al an Urbanization

The teaching of Urbanization in Africa can be an exciting experience
for high school students, perhaps simply because city life is so power
ful a force in their own lives as well, as in that of Africans. It

would be especially exciting, moreover, to teach such a unit along-in-
quiry lines-. So little is really known about African urbanization--or
indeed the impact of an urban way of life on people everywhere --that
students so engaged would be trull operating on the "cutting edge" of
social science knowledge.

Information about African cities may also be thought of as comprising
a vast data bank. From such a bank, teachers and students may withdraw
certain selected facts so as to develop an understanding of concepts taken
from the social science disciplines. For example, one may help students
to conceptualize, one of the methodological tools of geography by arranging-i
or have them arrangethe urban data spatially, as on maps, then perhaps
they might make go on to inferrences about the quality of life in the
social "universe" encompasedby that data.- Substantive concepts from
sociology..-"role" or "norm",.for instance-might-reaionably be developed
from-a comparison of life styles in the village and its nearby city. Or

perhaps students might go beyond such "narrow" field of vision and even
develop generalizations about social change itself!

Finally, although not exhaustively, data dealing with cities in Africa

1.
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may be approadhed at the individual level of analysis. Such a way of

looking at Africamcity life might be expected to*have considerable-
appeal for high -school students as the materials for such analysis- -
case studies and.fictional_accdunts-..may haVe some intrinsic appeal.

It is, in fact, a arch more intense. and emotion-laden view of city
life, than the-More "objective" approaches mentioned earlier-in the
introduction.

Introduction to Materials on African Urbanization

So as to assist teacherS in planning units, perhaps along the lines
suggested Above,. we have prepared" the f011oWing materials:

Part I Selected Materials on African Urbanization

Par0I A Teaching Unit op:African Urbanization



I. SELECTED SOURCES ON AFRICAN URBANIZATION

A. GENERAL SOURCES

Herskovits, The Human Factor in Chan ino Africa. New

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967. pp. 259-297. (500 pp.:Hardcover).

In his chapter on "The City," the author presents an exceptionally,
--Cleitt.and'ooMpreheneiVeIetbrief--description of the qualities of

city life in Afriba. _In-addititikto tracing _the history of African

citiesWhidh pre -dated the arrival of Europeans, Herskovits also
details some of the problems and solutions of rural African migrants
tal the city.

Little, Kenneth. libiatriMELlktelIBIALM A:qtUdy of 'Voluntary,
Associations in So4a1;Chalige. London: CaMbridge Uniyersiti 'Press,.
1965. -(179Alp. Hardcover)'.

This is a crucial book for an understanding of the ways which
voluntary associations assist in the transition from a rural to an
,urbenveyief life In'Africa,4 -.It.- also. a useful chapter
concerned with explaining -just why it is Africans are making the
move to the city in such large numbers. The title of the work
is misleading, however, .as one might infer an extremely scholarly,.
esoteric treatment of the-eubject,(wheri-in:fact it is written in
exceptionally "plain" Language.'

Lloyd, P.C.-Wriest' in'Sdaaj chanoe.* BeitiMare, Maryland: 'Penguin
Books, 1969e (363 pp. Paper).

tmeyltn.this 1114#10,4=1:0* Matiages.to present ,a detailed
'andlySiSIbr.e0cial-chinge in Africa. The introductory chapter
provides a useful description of the base-line for change - "the
heritage of the past" and the remainder of the book captures ,the
scope iind_magnitudeof departures from this past. His Chaptoir0 on
Ur0011Litell,C#44,"Ppban ssociations" (#8) and 'the "Strainsof

Change ". _( #10) ar.e-Particu/erly relevant and-IUcid-to those-interested
in the urbanaspecte of such-chanos and.COnflidt.

3.
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Mabogunje, Akin L. Urbanization in Nigeria. New York: Africans

Publishing Corporation, 1968. (353 pp. Hardcover).

Despite widely accepted recognition of the longevity of Yoruba

cities, it is quite difficult to get primary materials on their

development. Mabogunje's book, however, is a noldmine of data on

urbanization in this part of Africa. Not only 'replete with maps,

tabular data, and quoted eyewitness descriptions of Yoruba towns,

the book is also a particularly clear presentation of an economic

view of the dynemiCe of -urban life.

McCall, Daniel F. "the Dynamics of Urbanization. in Africa," in Ottenberg,

Simon and Phoebe. Cultures and'S-ocieties of-Africa. New York:

Random House, Inc., 1960. pp. 522-535. (614 pp. Hardcover).

More than the other sources annotated here, McCall's article is

concerned with the present reality of urban life in Africa. Along

these lines, the author lays out the major areas of difficulty
confronting.Africans,today due to urbanizationand those likely to
remain problems for some- time to come. An interesting aspect of
the-article is mcCall's hypothetical descaption of an outline of
urban growth in Africa.

Miner, HIcTacs. (ed.). The City in Modern Afall. New York: Frederick A.

Praeger, Publishers, 1967. (364 pp. Hardcover)...

Theeditoe,s conceptualization of the city as "a center .of dOminance"
proiddes a useful preface to this anthology on cities in Attica:-
Ths topics discussed range from a socio-historical description of the
development of"lbmpala, Uganda; to that of an empirical study of
changing life-styles in Madan, Nigeria. A fine collection of some
of the more recent social science research on cities in Africa:

van den 8er9he, Pierre -L. AfrAperSocial,PrOW.ems of Change and Confticto
San 'Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1965. (549-pp. Hardcover).

Section AI in this book.ofreadihgs, "Iiibanitation and CUlture Contact,"
is OpScially devoted; -to the description and analysis of urbanism
and urbanization in :Africa. -However, since much of the "socia3
problems of change and conflict"-are 1;aking place in cities, musq
of the other articles reprinted here are equally relevant to studies
of the impact of cities on traditional Africa. ThiP is one of the
better collections of readings on cities in Africa*



II. SELECTED ASPECTS OF AFRICAN URBANIZATION

A. INDEX TO TOPICS AND SOURCES

The numbers listed after each selected aspect of urbanization indexed in

this section refer to.the alphabetized and numbered titles in Part B.

The Le of the City

There-are -many'reasons why-Africans are moving from their traditional
homes in rural villages to their cities, not the least of which is hunger.
Africa, like all industrializing areas of the world, is experiencing a
rapid growth in population. However, the tvQical,motives behind an
individual's decision to seek a life in the city should not seem strange
to the Western reader.

First .impressions 2, 12;19

Excittinierit 1.

Social Mobility It- 3, 5, 12

-New-Social-Rotes- 6

Education 16

Social Disoroanization

A pervaillive.espect-Of the-dynaMids-Tef urbanization ;ever=ywhere is a break-

down-Wthe:."fac-e.-tp-feice"' community so characteristic of a rural existence,.
Theclmogi-Ct of this-loss on individUal migrants, of course, varies in intenisty
and duiationibut all feel it to some degree and it usually takes the form
offeelingi-of alienation or anomie.

.

General aspects 2, 6

Alienation 2

Anomie 11, 18, 20, 21

Sourced-Ziouei CdhflUt

There- are-those who argue-that,the "new" Africa is to be born in the cities.
If this is so, the process, like all birth experiences, is net accomplished
_without.some_pain.. Below. we,haveindexed.selections from African literature
which reveal a few of the major sources of grow conflict which exist in
African cities today.

Sources of group conflict 7, 19

5.
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Rural/ Urban Life: Continuities

There seems to be a tendency for_those who write about African urbanization- -
indeed urban life throughout the world--to focus in on the'disorganized and
negative aspects of the changes which are occurring there. Such a view,

however, fails to consider that there is a significant degree of continuity- -
from the "old' to the "new"--which persists despite the admitted tendency
-toward total -rejection and alienation from-the weld" ways of life.

Some continuities 3, 12, 14, 17, 21

Rural /Urban Life: Discontinuities

While it is true that there is much of the "old" in the "new" in African
cities, one cannot deny that the gulf between a rural life and that found
in the city is often quite wide, as one begins to see in the sources indexed
below.

Some discontinuities 8, 9, 12, 19, 21, 23

Social Re-Organization

There 'is in African cities, as all .cities, the. ubiquitous. "voluntary

association." These ,private clubs, :tribal organizations, .churches, self -
hap -igrOtipS, -,tind unions (for example), provide a number of functions for, their
membershipriOt t fhe least o which is just "fun." Chiefly, however, they
form the cultural "bridged' which make acculturation of rural migrants less
.abrupt .and.traumatic.

;;.

Social Re-Organization 16, 21

Race Relations

As we have implied above, an individual African's adjustment to the new
-modes of life in the city is at best a difficult proof:Isl.' HOwever, as the
-sources indexed below indicate, when these conditions of life are combined
with racial pOlicies- directed against Africans, life often becomes extremely
difficUlt to bear..

Rece Relations 1, 4, 10, 13,' 15, 22



B. SELECTED -SOLRCES

Abrahams, Peter. Tell Freedom, New Yorks Alfred A. Knopf 1954.

Race Relations
pp. 196-202-

pp. 192-193

pp. 238-240

pP.207 -211

Lure of City
pp., 275 -278

Lure of City
pp._ 236 -238

7.

The problem of race appears to compound the difficulties

faced by African immigrants to the city in this excerpt

on making a living in Johannesburg.

The author rememberS escaping his slum yard in Johannes-
burg and walking into the white areas, only to become

increasingly tantalized by the style of life he
glimpsed there and, at the same time, increasingly
frustrated by the omnipresent barrier of caste to a
realization of such. a life style.

The caste, birrrier is reflected. in the distribution of

electric lights, observes, the author--"White: lights.

Blacks darkness." As he views the city from afar and

reflects about the enigma_otracial-separatien-imsuch
a beautifuksetting,, the reader glimpses the- frustration

Abrahams.-feels .living -such an existence.

The intricate "pass" system as it effects each Black
African. p South- African cities is describedjlers in some
detail. kmaree We, reflects thoauthorl, "Is controlled
by pieces of paper."

Excitement)

.
-A youngman explains-why he-feels pulled toward- the city--
despite the_race relations-disadvantage he knows to exist.

Social Mobility)

_Africans,"on the way up" (socialIy,mobile) resent the.
arrival Ora new 61UM family to their suburban neighbor-
hood. The hostility directed toward this family
derived from resentment of "being.-reminded of our_origins,"

we_ are told.-

2. Abrahams, Peter. atrth). London: Heinemann Educational Books; Ltd. 1963.

1-11.rstimialiAW1121
pp.'11-13 kOma; the, hero of the novel, arrives in the city and the

reader shares this initial experience.

Social
pp; 1033 'The autbOr-describes a, street scene in a Black African

ghetto and own agressive tendencies which explode when
the police arrive.

Social DiSdroaniZation (Alienation)

Pp.-90-93 As Xumi reflects on his life, he reveals his deep feelings
of Ineliness and alienation which partly result from
his life in the city and partly from the social caste
barriers he and his people must daily face.



3. Achebe, Chinua. No Longer at Easy. London: Heinemann Edudeitional Books,

Ltd., .1965.

Lisa of City (First Impressions)
pp. 16-18 The hero of this story reflects upon his early

impressions of Lagos as compared with the "preSent'
:reality f n a -Lagos sluM.

Lure of mobility)
_PP. 67-170 The daily life of an educated Nigerian is portrayed.

Especially related is the significance of a university
degree in upward mobility and some of the symbols
(as, for exaMpls, g car) associated with upper-class
status.

As Obi undergoes 'an interview for the "Senior Service"
some residual expressions of "the Colonial mentality"
creep ih as Board members question his abilitieb and
motives.

pp. 38-41

iureil/bibin'tifei:COntinultha
004.-160-.46V Wiibluntary-asiodiatiOn-here the tribally based

"UmUbfia Progreitive'UniOn==helps a brother member
through a family crisiso_the_death of his_ mother..

Altman, Phyllis: "Thti Paper Writers, T in Shore, Herbert L. and megchelina
Shate-BotAtid:18)4 ArEkklgishitatOL:NeW York: International Publishers,
1968. pp. 41-46.

Race Relations
44=46 kbhbit story which 'ddiacribeS the personal difficulties

which- are iiidi"ted-Upon- an elderly urban migrant
because of racial policy in South Africa.

5.- Awb4-0bilfek: Thei'Autbiobraiihv of ChIef Obatemi Awolowo. Cambridge,
_Efiglandt Cambridge UniVerdity'Pres6119604

ALure LOrr-esibelEa
pp. 32-33; 35 -37 The author describes his boyhood introduction to the

Yoruba city of Abeokuta..

tirs of City (Social : ;Mbb ft'
p. 30 A father desires that his son be edpcated.so that .he

may "be a man of cOnddqUence in-accordance-with-
" jirevidling-CivilisedstandOrde."

pp. 73-74 The author relates a difficult period in his.life
when he lost his clerical job-because of the "pull"
Of another afieldiSbudsed his aversion to civil service

dominated .by' African "yes men."
0 1,

p. 68 One way to ."ducqess" in:the.city is through a career in
teaching--but success bee a ceiling-for author in
class stratified Abeokuta, Nigeria society.
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6. Ekwensi, Cyprian. Lokotown and Other Stories. London: Heinemann Educational
Books, 1966.

Lure of City (New Social Roles)
pp. 3-43 A general description of the daily life led by a man

and-a woman who live in Lokotown--especially revealing
some of the reasons which lUre people to the city and
sources of social conflict in urban settings.

pp. 99 This is the story of a young girl who flees a brutal
husband and takes up a residence--and a new identity- -
in Accita, Ghana.

Social Disoraanizetionigeneral)
pp. 107-109 An unsuspecting naive "provincial girl" is taken in

by a hustler as she awaits the arrival of a-train in
Lagos, 'Nigeria.

pp. 136-137 The author's bitter-reflection on what happens to a
man's personality in the city is reflected in this
brief incident-in a bat.-

Social Re- Oroanizetion: Voluntary Associations
pp. 112-113 One of the funCtions of "clubs" is simply to "escape"

from- the cares of the-World as we see in this
description of the "Harlem Club" and the variety of
people who frequent_

7. Gwaia, T. H. "The Thing," in Shore, Werbert L. end Megchelina Shore-Bos
(ed.'s). Come Beck, Africa! New York: International Publishers, 1968.
pp. 75-81.

Sources of Groac. Cc:inflict

Women protest unemployment and poverty in the city.

8. Hillmann, Ellen. "Life in a Johannesburg Slum Yard," in Ottenberg. and
Phoebe ,Henberg ted.M.-Culture and. Societies of Africa. New-York:
-Random- House',- 1960.. 'pp,: 546=564.5

--.2114.--111-itiesRur-br
The author describes at some length the conditions in
which South Africans lived in the 1930's in Johannes-
burg, South Africa. Alhile-the pattern of race :relations
Certainly raises-many problems to extreme levels, the
*gap-between the traditional rural way of life and
that of the often confusing city setting is clearly
evidenced by-this description. The author suggests
that the problems' described here have, in fact,
compounded since the 1930's.

9. Jahoda, Gustay. "Love, Marriage, and Social Change: Letters to the Advice
Column: of 13.West.,AfriadhAewspoper," in Van, 'Den Pierre L. adsma
Social Problems of Chen] and Conflict. San Francisco, Calif.: Chandler
Publishing Company, 1965. pp. 143-158.-

-Rural/Urban.lifai.Disoohtinuities.-
.

PP. 146-151 Letters.tmahAfrican%heWspaper's "Ann Landers"
column reveals the often humorous variety of problems
faced by young men attempting to adjust to new social
norms.
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10. Jordani:=A:;7C: -"You-Tell lilt to Sit Quiet," in_Hughes, 'Langston (ed.).
Po ems from Black Africa. Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press,
1968.

Race' Relations.
Pp. 111-113 The author-derides-passive-acceptance of white rule

- (implied) with- reference to nature--and it is
"natural" he implies, to:protect Dne's home and
children; to run personal risks for the sake of family;
to feel.proud: at one's heritage and to seeks after
knOwledge..

11. Keriuki, Joseph. "Come Away, My Lover" in Moore, Gerald and Ulli Beier.
=On Poetry from Africa. Baltimore,-MdiaPenguin-Booksi 1966.2

DisbrotapizatiOn:lAnomieY_
p. 164 The poet yearns to -have. human contact as a means to

ward off the "streets, where unkind eyes divide, and
'shbp,:iiindows reflect our. difference. "'

12. Laye, Camera. The Africen.Cbild: Londons Fontana Books, 1966.

Lure of City (First Imorees
123425: - young. migrant to the city--describes.hit

,reactions-arid: impressions- of city life.

Lure of City (Social Mobility)
pp. 128-130 City life is connected with an education designed for

Rural /Urban te: c(nt
pp. 140-141 The young student, anxious to "pass his examinations,"

turns to his family's traditional- ,.religion -toaesist
him .at -this 'time :of -crisis.

R W/Urban:i.LfasiA-mtra__ -

brief ;passage comparing the ,lifesistyle, :and particularly
the manners, of .-"cciuntryepeoples ;and :".city-people."

13. Luthuli, Albert. Let MY Peoole Go,. :Nevi 'Yotkr-McGrewi.Hill -PubliShers 1962.

.Rabe,-ReIsitiOns.

14 'Lloyd, :Peter

Rural Ur n
p. 113; 116

.The _author i,ptesents an economic view of Black African
In..-South-Africa-4proUr.-home," he asserts, "is

-ithe:;white-men's -,can." Life is pictured as
Illubject ;to the whims Of eiliower elite which among other
things maintains a reservoir- of cheap Black labor so

-iattei-;depress-Union mciVetherits. There is, he concludes,
no "Hope for Blacks ,in,,Southl--Africa given the present
political expressions of apartheid.

-

C. Africa-. Chanoe: :Baltithore,111d: : :PengUin `.BOoks, 1969.

...usjko141!katt=URI
Lloyd generalizes about kinship ties in South as compared
to West Afric_alLand, conClud_e* ::eiteier. for

-West iA7ricen'-urban,,dWellets-to return, hoMe.
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15. Matthews, James. "The Park," in Rive, Richard. Modern African Prose.

London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1969. pp. 160-174.

Race Relations
pp. 160-174 The effect of.apartheid on a small boy imSouth Africa

is revealed in this sketch of one .day in tht life of

a child in the Capetown slums.

16. Mboya, Tom. Freedom and After. Boston, Mass. 4 Little, Brown, and Company,

1963.

Lure of City (-Education)
pp. 17=18 The opportunity for" education, or money for, further

education, lures the author to Nairobi, Kenya.

Social Re-Organization. (Voluntary Associatione)
pp. 19-26 One aspect of voluntary associations, we see, is to

train leaders for an African elite. Mboyals interest

in the trade union movement, for example, began with
his election as-secratary to the African StaffAssocia4.!,:n

tion; this passage briefly describes how one such associ-

ation operated--both economically and politically--in
.strife-torn Nairobi; Kenya.

Mensph, Albert Kayper. "The Ghosts," in Reed, John and Clive Wake. A Book,

of African.Verse. London: Heinemann Educational-Books, Ltd., 1967. pp. 36-
42.

Rural Urban Life:. Continuities
pp.. -36-42 The introduction to this excellent poem, addressed to

African-nationalisffi,.is:a -particularly affective

treatment of life-in the mit3r, (Kumasi, Ghana)
perceived through African eyes an ears.

18. Modisane, Bloke. "Lonely," in Hughes, Langston (ed.). Poemstom_almk
Africa. Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1968.

Social Disorganization (Anomie)

pp. 110-111 The reader glimpses the existential world of a city
dweller in this, -brief poem.

19. Nkrumah, Kwame, 1LWItilcamaphisilwerth<rneNkum. London: Thomas Nelson
and Sons, Ltd., 1957.

Sources of Group Conflict
pp. 75-78 A riot in downtown Accra follows news that a peaceful

demonstration-on the part of:ex-servicemen resulted
in a violent clash with the police and bloodshed. In

these times of general,-unrestrve see theArowth of
Nkrumah as a leader.of the people.

Rural /Urban Life: Discontinuities
p. 132 Nkrumah regards the impact of Western culture on

Africa as being a mixed blessing. "Offences like
forgery, bribery, and corruption," he argues,"...were
practically unknown in our early society."
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.LOre of City (First Imwessions)
p. 13 A'brief 'mention of Nkrumeh's introduction to city life

in this selection.

20. Peters, Lent-Ae: "Nobody Knows," in-Satellites. London: Heinemann Educational
Books, 1967. x

Social Disorganization (Anomie)
pp; 16i-18,- An' extremely poignant ,poem revealing the innermost

thoughts and feelings of a Black African in a South
African city.

21. -PlothicoV, Leonard. S ;n..

Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press,- 1967.

r I's, to th C t Urb n man in Jos Ni eri

Rural /Urban tfE3
pp. 305-308 'Genealogical, charts are displayed for three- of the

people-studied in-this analysis.

p. 173

0S 4.AMp. 4

p. 243

The persistence of the family in urban Africa is
related 'in this first person narrative account.

An urban dweller nostalgically recants "what he would
Am doing if he were in hiS village now." But,"though-
)mutLing-fOr "home," -he cannot expldin_Why he-stays
in the city.

Young children are aducated.in'theold" traditions in
an African :city.' A Mgt person account of the efforts
otong:individual to transmit traditional social
ndr-ms,to the :family's Children.

A man describes the shame connected with his abject

*Vetsty.-W-coridition'he apparently arrived at because
of his earlier-fidelity tc his kinship.

Social Disorganization (Anomie)
3.0.201, ' 7 Y--PeterEkOnes ferars associated with returning to his

homelvillag64evedl hid marginalityhe-ha no "home."

Rural/Urban Life: Discontinuities
pp. 100-101 A Yoruba elder recognizes that old traditions concerning

the marriage of a daughter are incompatible with her
Western education.

Modern vs. traditional customs ofTale-selection- are
compared.

p. 98

106 Attitudes toward Christianity, Islam and "Paganism" are
:revealed' im-this.autgbiogreiphical 'narrative.

Social Re4roanization 1Relioiot)
pp. 250-251 The ways in'which-church.membership serves to assist

"fellow townsmen" is related in this autobiographical
narrative account.

.
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Social Re- Organization (Voluntary Associations)

p. 191 Voluntary Associations (clubs) are mixed blessings as
they may contribute to family bickering such as is
described in this passage.

p. 105 Going to the meetings of the association is mandatory
on the pert of members of this village/tribal association.

pp. 194-195 A brief description of one activity engaged in by a
tribal union--organizing a "play" to make money.

22. Rive, Richard. "The Bench," in Shelton, Austin,J. (ed.). The African
itElertion:ACritialAnthol...._.--2------S-iterature. New York:
The Odyssey Press, 1968. pp. 223-229.

Race Relations
pp. 223-229 A Black African meets the challenge of white racism

in CapetownSouth Africa with an original African
version of the "set in" demonstration.

23. Williams, Ronald. "Home Girl," in Shore, Herbert L. and megchelina
Shore-Bos (ed.'s). mDmljiva6jIDasiL New York: International Publishers,
1968. pp. 67-72.

Rural/Urban Life: Discontinuities
pp. 67-72 A brief tale in which is revealed the qualitative

differences between a young girl "untainted" by city
life and in addition starkly portrays the way in which
race relations in South Africa exacerbate the already
difficult adjustment Africans must make to urban life
styles.
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Activity 1,

A) Introduction: This activity introduces students to Africa. It is planned

to motivate inquiry into urban aspects of African life by challenging

student stereotypes of African life and Africans.

Specifically, the objectives of this activity are:

To challenge student stereotypes about Africa.

To introduce students to aspects of urban life in

Africa.

To motivate students to inquiry about urbanization

in Africa.

B) Nhterials: Handout #1 - The Meaning of Africa
Recording - The Meaning of Africa
Record/filmstrip - Africa south of the Sahara

C) Suggested Strategy:

1) Distribute Handout-#1--The
Meaning of Africa--and direct
students to use it to follow
along with the reading of this
poem.

2) Play the Recording The Meaning
of Africa.

3) Ask: WHAT DID THE POEM SAY?
Allow sufficient time for the
students to respond. It may
be necessary, however, to ask:

a) WHAT QUESTION IS ON THE
POET'S MIND?

b) WHY DOES HE FIND THE
ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION
.SO DIFFICULT?

What is Africa?

Because:

1) Africa is a land of great con -

trasts- -(e.g. "loving the
sophistication of your brave

new cities" Est "huddled heaps

of four mud walls and thatched,
falling grass roofs ....")

2) Africa is so large- "(e.g. "We

look across a vast continent
and call it ours.")
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c) WHAT IS THE POET'S There is no "once and for all" Africa.

ANSWER TO HIS QUESTION? Africa is an idea which is shaped by
each individual's perceptions.

4) Ask: TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU
THINK THIS'IS AN ACCURATE
DESCRIPTION OF AFRICA? If

students agree or disagree with
the author's conclusions ask:
WHAT DOES AFRICA MEAN TO YOU?

Make a list on the board of
the students' images of Africa
which emerge from this discus-
sion.

5) Tell the students we have a
filmstrip/record about Africa
south of the Sahara with which
we can check to see if our
ideas about Africa are right.

Play the record/filmstrip
Africa south of the Sahara.
Direct the students to watch
and listen to see if their
image (on the board) is
accurate.

6) Direct student's attention to
the list on the board and ask:
TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THIS FILM
CONFIRM OUR IDEAS ABOUT AFRICA?

Ask: IN WHAT WAYS DID IT
DEMONSTRATE THAT WE

WERE WRONG?

Ask: WHAT DID YOU SEE THAT
YOU DIDN'T EXPECT TO SEE?

7) Tell the students that an
important aspect of Africa
today is city life and that
we mill begin to examine this
side of Afriacau Life tommarow.

Such a list might include:

Few cities
Mostly agricultural
Wild animals
"Nailires"

Jungles

.'
Rids might suggest:

...So many different kinds of peopl'.

...The nature and size of African

cities.

...The sheer diversity of life

Africa.



AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA

Slide/tape Script

PART I: PEOPLE

Xfrica-..the Dark Continent--the mysterious land. To many different

people; Africa has been so many different things. But if there is any

one truth to be said about it today, it is that Africa is a land of

infinite variety, and of ever - quickening change. We will see some of

the different facets of African life, of the African experience today.

But above all else, Africa means a startling, variety--of people.

PART II: WHERE PEOPLE LIVE

Just as there are many types of people in Africa, there are many

types of places and dwellings in which they live. Though most Africans

still live outside the cities, there are nore kinds of cities in Africa

than you might suspectespecially if you want to look at a city as a

settling place for a-community of people - -as a place where people live.

But a city, A: town,'a village, is-more than just a place of dwelling.

It nearly always functions as s-a market - -a place for people to buy and

sell whatever they have, including their labor. The new, Western-style

cities in Africa have other functions--as centers of government, as

centers of learning, as places of business and pleasure. Africa is

even now beginning to urbanize at a fantastic rate - -as the West did

long ago. But most Africans still know only their village--or the

one just up the river--or over the next rise. The place where people

live.

3.
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PART III: THE THINGS PEOPLE DO

And as various as the places people live are the things that people

do in Africa today. Most of the people. do what they have always done- -

hunting and farming and fishing and making what they need to live. But

there are new skills needed -- especially in the cities-and Africans

use these too. There, the old crafts become items for market--and

customers are where you can find them. The new way of life means

many different things -- schools and armies, mdners and goalkeepers,

traders and barbers and brides. But for all this, most Africans still

live a rural existence, taking their sustenance, their work, their

pleasure, and their pain from the land.

PART IV: THE WAY PEOPLE WORSHIP

Like everything else in Africa, there are as many different re-

ligions as one might wish to find. The older gods still live, but have

been forced to make room- -for Christian, Hindu, Moslem, Jew, and more.

The gods of many peoples are abroad in the .African land.

MTV: THE COLOR OF THE LAND

And above all else, there is the land--vast and beautiful, changing

and changeless, showing a thousand faces. What emerges always is color- -

the deep, rich, variagated hues of the African landscape: the color of

the land.

PART VI: THE YIELD OF THE LAND

Of course, it's not just the beauty of the land that is important,

but what the land yields, in order that the people may live. In Africa,
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the land can yield much--and its variety is very great. From all parts

of the continent come the foods and materials man cannot do without.

And on some of the land, man builds mighty structures to satisfy more

of his needs. Industry is coming to Africa, and a new future comes

with it. The continent is on the move.

PART VII: THE WAY PEOPLE VIM

There are many places to go in Africa, and many ways to get there- -

but sometimes you never get there at all.

Wherever you're going, there are old ways and new ways to get

there - -and you must always be ready for what you don't expect.

Today, above all, Afrida is a land of movement and change- -but

sometimes the movement grinds to a halt, and there's only one thing

to do- -you fall back on the most basic resource of

PART VIII: PEOPLE

...on the peoples



AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA

(Slides)

1. AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA (title) 26. Hausa policeman

2. Map of Africa 1590 27. Indian in Uganda

3. Kallu (Ntchta Calla) 28. Cape colored man

4. Hausa boy 29. Yoruba man

5. Amhara man 30. Boer man

6. Hausa girl 31. bande woman

7. Ashanti man 32. Amhara man

8. Herero woman and child 33. Fulani woman

9. Fulani girl 34. Galla man

10. Ghanaian man 35. Bakongo boy

11. Narr-ango .(Ghana) 36.. blank

12. Hausa "men:. 37: jiasai but

13. Amhara woman 38. Johannesburg

14. Hottentot children 39. Transvaal village

15. Zulu medicine in 40. Capetown

16. Yoruba boy 41. Home in Kama, Congo

17. Amhara woman 42. Hut in South Africa

18. Hausa soldier 43. Dan Hausa in Kano

19. Ganda child 44. Kraal in Zululand

20. Kikuyu women 45. Salisbury apartment complex

21. Sudanese man 46. Village huts

22. Tuareg man 47. Home in Chimali, Tanzania

23. Masai man 48. Home near Lake Victoria

24. Ashanti woman 49. Dar es Salaam

25, Hausa boy 50. Village of Jebba, Nigeria
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51. Kano Old City 76. blank

52. Monrovia, Liberia 77. Masai herdsman

53. Capetown 78. People near Axum

54. Kivu, Congo 79. !Kling hunter

55. Harar, Ethiopia 80. South Africa farmer

56. Addis Ababa 81. Fishermen near Dakar

57. Kampala, Uganda 82. Machinist, Addis Ababa

58. Monrovia, Liberia 83. Weaver in Nigeria

59. Village in West Cameroott 84. Pineapple cannery, Swaziland

60. Village in Nigeria 85. Liberian hospital

61. Kampala street scene 86. Home construction

62. African store at Harcmarsdale, S. A. 87. Engineering class

63. Line of unemployed, Nairobi 88. Street scene, Ghana

64. Luanda Angela 89. Kano market

65. Parliament building, Kampala 90. Ivory carver

66. Parliament building; Freetown 91. Kano market

67. Ibadan University 92. Harar market

68. Parliament, Nairobi 93. Ghana market

69. Hausa drummer 94. Ghana market

70. Nairobi 95. School classroom, Tanzania

71. Kenyatta Avenue, Nairobi 96. Police band, Tanzania

72. African housing, Kano 97. Miners, Swaziland

73. Zulu Kraal, S.A. 98. Goalkeeper, Nigeria

74. Fishing village, Senegal 99. Loading rubber, Firestone plantation

75. Fulani hut, Nigeria 100. Barber in Malawi



101. Marriage ceremony, Uganda 126. Victoria Falls

102. Farmer in Ethiopia 127. Giraffe - Kilimanjaro

103. !Kung hunter 128. Aerial view Ethiopia

104. Felling a tree 129. Capetown

105. Swimming 130. Harrar province valley

106. Kikuyu woman 131. Highlands - Ethiopia

107. blank 132. South Africa uplands

108. Drum 133. Tis-Abbai Falls, Ethiopia

109. Kampala mosque 134. Liberian rainforest

110. Hausa building 135. Kilimanjaro

111. Axum - church 136. Nigerian savanna

112. Lalibela 137. Uganda Savanna

113. Mask 138. Candelabra tree

114. Mask 139. Kaduna River at Zungeru

115. Lalibela church 140 Road in Somalia

116. Kano mosque 141. Chimala, Tanzania

127. Calla ceremony 142. Road in rainforest

118. Church in Windhoek S.A. 143. Beach - Zanzibar

119. 144. Great Karoo, S.A.

120. Anglican church, Nigeria 145. Game reserve, Kenya

121. Home in Kano 146. Mt. Kenya

122. Hindu temple, Kampala 147. Angola Savanna

123. Crowns - Axum 148. Lion at Amboselli

124. Drum 149. blank

125. Elephant 150. Coffee beans
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151.

152.

153.

Grain (closeup)

Peanuts (closeup)

Diamonds (closeup)

176.

177.

178.

Airplane

Large canoe - Cameroon

Camels in Ethiopia

154. Cocoa pods (closeup) 179. Dhows on Lake Victoria

155. Cotton 180. Trucks stuck in mud

156. Rice fields 181. Dugout canoe

157. Rubber tree 182. Railroad train

158. Picking coffee beans 183. Boy on donkey

159. Sisal drying 184. Man on Scooter

160. Tobacco leaves (closeup)* 185. Stern-wheeler

161. Collecting latex 186. Dugout at bank of river

162. Pineapple sorting 187. E.A.L. plane

163. Lumber truck - Ghana 188. Sign at Murchison Falls State Park

164. Cultivating corn - Nigeria 189. Floating logs to mill

165. Banana trees 190. Camel and rider

166. Pile of groundnut bags - Kano 191. Dhows at Dar es-Salaam

167. Power station - South Africa 192. Boy on homemade bike

168. Generator room - Jinja 193. Long distane bus

169 Steel mill 194. Hottentots

170. Akonambu Dam - Ghana 195. Fisherman in boat

171. Steel mill - Vereeniging 196, Crossing dry wadi

172. blank 197. Arab closeup

173. Street signs 198. Hausa student

174. Fishing canoe - Zanzibar 199. Topnaar Hottentot playing guitar

175. !Kung walking 200. Chagga girl
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201. Ashanti (closeup) 215. Ilboro boy in school

202. Galla children 216. Damara youth

203. Fulani (closeup) 217. Angcan priest Nigeria

204. Amhara grandfather 218. Hindu girl (Tanzania)

205. Nilote (Khartoum) 219. Hausa youth

206. Kikuyu man 220. Fulani girls

207. Fulani boy 221. Rhodesia farmer

208. Yoruba girl 222. Hausa soccer player

209. Ethiopia army officer 223. Fulani. herdsman

210. Amhara college professors 224. Hausa girl

211. Masai woman 225. Haile Selassie

212. Child at Lalibela 226. Fulani boy

213. Hausa man 227. Chinedozi Anonye

214. !Rung grandmother 228. PROJECT AFRICA-(credits)



HANDOUT #1 ACTIEITY 1

THE MEANING OF AFRICA

Africa, you were...

yar..//

From Nicol, Abioseh. "The Meaning of Africa." in
Langston Hughes, (ed.). Poems from Black Africa.
Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press,
1968. pp. 40-43.

...our separate dreams



ACTIVITY 2

A) Introduction: Activity two is designed to help students hypothesiz.e about
urbanization in Africa. While most of this unit is directed at a
study of the impact of city life on individual Africans, the focus
here is urbanization at a more general level of analysis; first the
entire continent and then cities in four specific areas of Africa.
A second theme of this activity, in addition to the sheer number of
cities in Africa, is that of the rate at which African cities are
growing.

The specific objectives of this activity are:

To know that rapid urbanization has been occurring
in Africa since 1910.

To hypothesize about cities in Africa.

To make inferences from data.

B) Materials: Transparency I - "African Cities with Population of 50,0004-:
1910-1970"

Data Sheets - 4 sets; 7 per set

Reading - "Introduction"

Study Guide - Activity Two

C) Suggested Strategy:

1) Tell the students that today
we will begin our study of
cities and city life in Africa

Ask: BASED UPON THE FILMSTRIP/
RECORD WE SAW YESTERDAY,
WHAT IDEAS DO YOU HAVE
ABOUT CITIES IN AFRICA?

Make at least three (3) lists
on the borad: one for student
ideas about the rate of African
urbanization; one for the degree
of urbanism in Africa, and one
for ideas descriptive of what
is in an African city.

11

Students might list:
Rate of urbanization

rapidly urbanizing
recent urbanization
caused by European contact

aetEJILEdiElkELL21
most Africans still rural
most cities are ports

Description
mud walls
colorful
crowded
smelly
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I1

2) In order to get a picture of
what a city of 50;000 may be
like, direct.fhe students to
read the introduction on p. 1
of their bookleti.

Allow about 5 minutes to
complete the reading.

3) Tell the students we have some
data which we can use to test
our ideas on the board about
the number of cities in Africa.

a. Project Transparency I

b. Project overlay A.
Ask: WHAT DOES THIS
DATA TELL US ABOUT CITIES
IN AFRICA?

c. Project overlay B
Ask: WHAT DOES THIS
DATA INDICATE ABOUT
CITIES IN AFRICA?

d. Project overlay C
Ask: WHAT DO THESE DATA
TELL US ABOUT AFRICAN
URBANIZATION?

1.

Students should note:

Cities were few in number in 1910 (10)

They were distributed unevenly over
the continent (6 in the Western
region; 2 in the Southern region;
1 in the Eastern region)

Students should note:

The number of cities in Africa
more than doubled in 30 years
(13 new ones)

Many of the new cities'have developed
along the coast (8 out of 13)

The spatial distribution is still
uneven. The greater majority still
in West Africa (11, almost one
half of the total increase), 4
in the Eastern region, and 4 in
the South.

Students should note:

The amount of cities has doubled
again in 30 years. (now 47, an
increase of 23).

As before, a large number of the
newer' cities have developed
along the African coast.



4) Ask: WHAT CAN WE SAY ABOUT
THE NUMBER OF CITIES IN AFRICA
OVER THE PAST 60 YEARS?

Ask: WHICH OF OUR HYPOTHESES
HAVE BEEN REFUTED BY THESE
"DATA?

Ask: WHICH HAVE BEEN CON:-
FIRM)?

Ask: WHAT NEW HYPOTHESES
EMERGED FROM OUR ANALYSIS
OF THESE DATA?

Add any new hypotheses to the
lists on the board and delete
those which have been rejected.

5) Project overlay D. Tell the
students that we have data
on urbanization in these
four (4) African nations:
Ghana, Nigeria, The Union of
South Africa and Kenya.

6) For homework distribute the
data sheets to the students.
(Divide the 4 sets evenly
according to the number of
students in the class so that
each student gets only one
sheet. Distribute a copy of
the study guide to each
student.

13.

Although a significant portion
of the total urban scene is still
centered in West Africa, cities
now seem to be emerging all over
the continent.

Students may say:

They increase in number.

They are beginning to cover the
entire continent.

Many are port-cities.

Students might infer:

The growth of cities in Africa
depend upon the development of
coastal trade.
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7) Have each student write down
=the list of hypotheses we are
testing from the board in the
space provided on the study
guide.

8) Direct the students in the
tine.remainin to work inde end
ently on this a'ssignaient.
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..........\,\.) URBANIZATION IN GHANA 1853-1970 _,......,.....--.N.,",n,
Cities With Population 20,000+

I 19th CEN URY n.1910



Table I: POPULATION OF MAJOR URBAN CENTERS IN GHANA
1855-1970

st tes

1855 1877 j 1887 1910 1930 1950

Salaga
Kumasi.

Sekonde Takoradi

Accra,

Cape Coast
Koforiduah
Tamale
Obuasi
Winneba

lotpoo 20,000 50,000

20,000

19,000

000
SP Oa

79,000
L4, 000

6.,000 tLl o,000

41,C00
28,000
40,000

Ile SO Ile ---

221,000
123,000
389
560000,700
51,000

580000
23,000
25,500

382,000

_41,000
22,000

Table II: GHANA - PERCENT TOTAL POPULATION URBANIZED
1950-1970

1950 1960 1970

1 14 23, f 3496

*Projected Figure



URBANIZATION IN NIGERIA 1850-1970

Selected Cities With Population 20,000+

I PRE-1900 n 1910

In 1'930 1 1970

..,,



Table I: POPULATION IN MAJOR URBAN CENTERS OF NIC3RIA: 1853-1970

Ib ad an

Lagos
Ogbomosho
Oshogbo
Ife

Iwo

Abeokuta
Oyo
Iseyin
Enugu
Port Harcourt
.Calabar

Kano
Zaria
Katsina

1853

60,000
----

45,000
00 00 410, 00

00 00 40

00 00 00 40

80,000
----

70,000
004001,

0000--
_00_41.

40.0000400

00000000

Estimates
1856

70,000
20,000
25,000

00 00 GO

01000

20,000
60,000
25,000
20,00000

00

1890

200,000
40 00 00

60,000
30-40,000

00 00 =600

60,000
- - --

40,000
40-60,000

NE.410

00
.11000

0000
0000

1910

175,000
73,766
80,000
59,821
36,231
60,000
51,255
45,438
33,362

0000--

Mb 00 MD Mb

35,000
401009

1930

387,133
126,108
86,744
49,599
24,170
57,191

45,763
48,733
36,805
12,959
15,201
16,958
97,031
28,000
22,349

1950

459,196
267,407
139,535
122,728
110,790
100,006

84,451
72,133
49,690
62,764
71,634
46,705
130,173
53,974
52,672

1970

627,000
665,000

00000000

00

- -

295,000
00 40 Mi

00 011.

MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS

Table 2 NIGERIA: PERCENT TOTAL POPULATION URBANIZED
1950-1970

1950 1960 1970*

113% 17% 21%1

*Projected figure



URBANIZATION IN KENYA 19th CENTURY-1970
Cities With Population 20,000+

I PRE -1900 Tr 1910



Nairobi
Mombasa
Nakuru
Kisumu
Eldoret

Table I: PORMATION IN MAJOR KENYA URBAN CENTERS
1910-1970

1910 1930

12,E 30,000
30,000 limo°

1970
V * ...111111.10

1477,600
246,000
38,181 1962)
23,526 1962
19,605 1962

Table II: I CFA AFRICANS LIVID Id URBAN CRITERS
Kenya - 19148- imitt1962

1948 1962

I 2.6% I 5.3% I

Table III:: LIMBIC COM POSITION- OF-NAIROBI AND. MOMBASA 19148 AND 1962
. .J-

NAIROBI

M(KEAfA

1948 1962
r

African 55% 62%
European 2% 3
Arab 15% 24
Asian 28% 214
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STUDY GUIDE - ACTIVITY TWO

In class today, we begs to tett some of our ideas about cities in Africa.
In order to further test these hypotheses, we will now examine some data
on urbanization in a specific African nation.

1. First, make a list below of the hypotheses which we are testing against

these data (from the blackboard). As you analyze these data, check

whether each has been confirmed, rejected, or not tested.

Hypotheses Confirmed Rejected No Data

2. Refer to the set of maps on your data sheet.

a. Write a statement which summarizes what these data indicate about

the amount (degree) of urbanism.

b. Write a statement which describes the rate at which cities have been

and are growing in number.

3. Refer to Table I on the other side of the data sheet. List two examples

from these data which confirm your observations in question 2 above:

a. Degree (1) (2)

b. Rate (1) (2)

4. Write a statement below which specifically describes the extent to which

Africans are moving to these cities.

Which data (tables or maps) did you use to answer this question?

5. List below the thing that stands out most about urbanization in this part

of Africa.



ACTIVITY 3

A) Introduction: Activity. three is designed to help students conclude about

the amount-of urbanism and rates of urbanization in Africa South of

ithe Sahara.. Furthermore, t is organized to encourage students to

develop hypotheses about the reasons why Africans are moving from

their homes in village to these cities.

The specific objectives of this activity are:

To know the basic features of African village life.

To know that it is difficult to generalize about the

extent and growth of cities in sub-Saharan Africa.

To make inferences from data

B) Materials: Slide/tape - African Village. Life

Readings - The Lure of the City

C) Suggested Strategy:

1) Ask: WHAT DID YOU LIST AS THE
143ST OUTSTANDING FEATURE ABOUT
*URBANIZATION IN THE COUNTRY
-OF AFRICA YOU STUDIED? List
these on the board.

2) Ask: WHAT GENERAL STATEMENTS
CAN WE MAKE ABOUT URBANIZATION
IN AFRICA?

15.

Students might say:

iil: Growth of cities seems

to be connected with the Yoruba

people.

Rau: Urbanization has come
very late.

South Africa: Growth of cities

seem closely associated with

European expansion; Africans
significantly dominate in. the

larger cities.

Ghana: City development appears
connected with coastal trade.

Students might note:

parelsof-urbanizarion appear
to vary considerably within the

nations studied as well as over

the entire continent.

Rates of urbanization also appears
to vary to a great degree (e.g. Nigeria

and South Africa are "high," Ghcna-
Vaediuntj, and Kenya "low ")
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3) Ask: WHAT CAN BE INFERRED
ABOUT THE REASONS FOR URBAN-
IZATION IN AFRICA?

4) Say: Let's take a look at some
additional evidence to see if
these ideas are del.; Tell
the class we will begin to
look at the people behind the
statistics we have so far
examined.

Ask: WHAT DO WE KNOW SO FAR
ABOUT THIS RURAL-TO-URBAN MOVE-
MENT IN AFRICA?

5) Tell the class that one way
to find out why people are
going to the city is to see
what it ix they are leaving.
Tell them you have a slide/
tape of African illege life
which can be uses to find
out what life in a village is
like.

AA: WHAT ARE THE TWO MOST
IMPORTANT FEATURES OF LIFE IN

A TYPICAL AFRICAN VILLAGE?
Tell the students to write their
ideas down as they view the
presentation.

The new evidence seems to support
a variety of inferrences along

these lines. Students may infer,

for example:

The development of trade (as in

the case of.the.ports)

European contact

A combination of factors accelerating

urban traditions (as,with the Yoruba

of Nigeria).

Students should note:

They are moving in increasingly
large numbers to the cities.

Amounts of movement vary with

local conditions. --

Certain cities are heavily
populated by Africans (see
especially the ethnic com-
position tables for South
Africa and Kenya).
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6) Play the slide/tape African
Villa eg Life

7) Ask: WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE MIN They may say:
FEATURES OF LIFE IN THIS TYPE OF
VILLAGE? Specific jobs for men and women

8) Ask: WHY MIGHT PEOPLE BE
LEAVING THEIR VILLAGES TO GO
TO THE CITY? List these
reasons on the board.

a) Have the students copy these
hypotheses in their note-
books. For homework, direct
them to read the material
on pp. 2 - 6 in their
booklets and to add to
this list any new reasons
they find to explain why
Africans are moving to
the cities.

Lots of kids

Farming

Hard work

Open spaces

Families

Regularity of life

Students may say:

Better jobs

Money

Excitement

Modern things in life



AFRICAN VILLAGE LIFE (slides)

1. Long-range view of village showing. pastoral surroundings

2. Similar - different location

3. Similar - different location

4. Family compound

5. Exterior of house in compound

6. The interior of a house

7. Close-up, sleeping arrangements

8. Village scene, sunrise with rooster crowing

9. Preparing a meal

10. Children playing games

11. Children learning work

12. Women working - making clothes

13. Women working working in fields

14. Women working

15. Women gossiping in courtyard-

16. Women dancing

17. Men working - clearing the forest

18. Boy working - tending animals

19. Men working - whittling wood in compound to make furniture

20. Men in ritual dress

21. Family scene

22. Family scene

23. Family scene

24. Village street scene

18.
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25. Village street scene

26. Market Places

27. Market Place

28. Market Place

29. Dancing

30. Entertainment



ACTIVITY 4

A) Introduction: The purpose of this activity is.to.hypothesize about what
Africans will find when they finally arrive in the city and to check
these ideas against a variety of data on city life.

The specific objectives of Activity Four are:

To collect data from maps.

To make inferences from data.

To hypothesize about the reality of life in the city.

To check hypotheses against a variety of data on the
cities.

B) Materials: Transparency Set 2 Stases in the Growth of Ibadan, Nigeria
Transparency 3 - Ibadan
Readings - The City: Some Realities
Study Guide - Conputing

C) Suggested Strategy:

1) Ask: WHAT NEW REASONS DID
YOU LIST TO EXPLAIN WHY
AFRICANS ARE MOVING TO
CITIES? List these on the
board.

2) Ask: WHAT DO YOU EXPECT THEM
TO FIND WHEN THEY GET THERE?

3) Tell the students you have
some data on Ibadan, Nigeria- -

which may reveal something about
whit Africans going to that
city may find there.

a) Distribute the chart (Study
Guide - Stages in the
Growth of Ibadan, Nigeria:
population Density) and
direct students to collect
data projected on the
transparency maps. Students

,2 0 /21.

Students mi6ht say:

Confusion
High prices
Crime
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are to fill in the "popu-
lation" and "area" data
for each year.

b) Project Transparency 2 base
Point out the area in
which the data they are
to collect is located.

Ask: WHAT DOES-THIS
TRANSPARENCY SHOW?

Ask: WHAT DOES THIS DATA
INDICATE ABOUT THE BEGIN..
NINGS OF IBADAN?

c) Project verlay A.
Ask: WHAT CHANGES HAVE
OCCURRED IN THESE 20
YEARS?

d) Project Overldy'll:
Ask: WHAT SIGNIFICANT
DEVELOPMENTS HAVE COME
ABOUT IN TUESE 50 YEARS?

e) Project Overlay C.

Ask: WHAT IMPORTANT
DEVELOPMENTS HAVE COME TO
PASS SINCE 1900?

f) Project Overlay D.

Ask: WHAT SEEMS TO BE
OCCURING IN IBADAN NOW?

g) WHAT CAN BE SAID ABOUT THE
POPULATION GROWTH OF
IBADAN AFTER 1830?

It appears to be a very small,

walled (fortified?) village.

A rapid expansion of the area of

the. community (a 507. increase).

An skpparently"' similar rise in.

population.

iopulation has tripled

Land area has doubled
Addition of a wall in 1858

Population has increased by 21/2

times the 1900- figure.

Area has increased conaiderably (also

about 21/2 times since 1900).

Addition of roads and rail trans..

portation give it less of .a "closed"

look.

The increaca in transportation
facilities within Ibadan and
without - -thus linking it to even
greater degrees with the surrounding

world.

Students might note that the

addition of the airport in-
creases dramatically the above

development.



h) Ask: WHAT HAS BEEN THE
THE PATTERN OF POPULATION
DENSITY IN IBADAN SINCE
1830? Direct the students
attention to the example
provided on the handout
chart, explaining how to
figure population density.
Have the students compute
the population density
of Ibadan during this
period.

i) Ask: WHAT IS THE TREND
IN THE POPULATION DENSITY
OF THIS CITY? Why?

4) Project Transparency #3.

Ask: WHAT CAN WE INFER FROM
THIS PHOTO ABOUT THE CONDITIONS
OF LIFE WHICH GREET NEWCOMERS
TO THIS CITY? List these on
the board.

5) For homework distribute study
guide for Activity 4. Direct
Students to read the directions
carefully. Have them spend the
remaining class time listing in
the column headed "features" the
kinds of things listed on the
board in answer to question 4.
For homework students are to
complete the study guide ac-
cording to the directions.

Pre-1830
1850
1900

1950
1963
1970

- Unknown
- 60,000 per
- 75,555 per
76,666 per

- 42,850 per
- 44,785 per

23.

square mile
square mile
square mile
square mile
square mile

Students should indicate the density

increases till 1950 and then de-
creases because the city grows in
area.

Students might infer:

Housing shortages

Overcrowded living
Apartments
Slums

Crime
Unfriendliness
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STAGES IN THE GROWTH
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Adapted from Akin L. Mabogunje,

Urbanilation in Nigeria. New
York: Africana Publishing
Corp., 1968, p. 206.
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ACTIVITY 4

STAGES IN THE GROWTH CF IBADAN,
NIGERIA: POPULATION DENSITY

Year J Pre -1830 1850 1900 1950 1963 197 0

Population

Area
(Square miles)

Density
(Population per
square mile)

. .

*Estimated

HOW TO FIGURE POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE

Zopulation = Population Per Square Mile
Area (in
square miles)

E.G. (1850) 60 000 = 60,000 People per Square Mile
1

MEAN DENSITY OF "TYPICAL" COMMUNITIES OF THIS
SIZE IN THE UNITED STATES IS 7,015 PEOPLE PER
SQUARE NILE.



STUDY GUIDE - ACTIVITY FOUR

1. Read the following selection:

(0)n a certain hill overlooking Nairobi, there
stood a disillusioned government official. He was all
alone, looking at the country he could soon be leaving.

Igallmustledthere amazed?

I did not know that this would' come to be.

But you saw the ,sips ?,

No. I didn't.

You did.

I didn't!

But--

I tell you I didn't. We tried our best.

He walked away. stamping his feet angrily on the
ground.

"And to think of all we did for them," he said. The
dumb city he and others of his kind had helped to create
looked at him. There was no comfort from the corner, the
very center of the trouble.

2. The city, this African feels, is "...the very center of the trouble."
But why might this be so? What happens to the country people who go to
the city to live and work? First, list on the data collection chart
(on the other side of this guide) the ideas from the board which describe
our expectations of what thmwill find. Draw a heavy. line under the
last feature listed.

3. Now, read each of the six selections under the title The City: Some
Realities in your booklet. As you do, make a check mark () under the
appropriate column numbered consecutively for each selection each time
you note the appearance of a specific feature. Be alert for aspects of
urban life which zanily, not have hmthesized at the _beginning of the
as sigpment! If you find any, list them under those already on the chart
and check each selection to see the extent to which they also may be
common in Africa.
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ACTIVITY 5

A) Introduction: Activity five introduces the students to the problems
Africans may be confronted within the city. It is especially
designed to have students explore the "types" of adjustment open
to Africans in cities and to check their views against the ex-
periences of real and fictional individuals who have made such a
transition.

The objectives of Activity Five are:

To identify problems of city living.

To hypothesize solutions to them problems.

To collect data from readings.

To check hypotheses against data.

B) Materials.: Readings - Responses to the City
Study Guide - Activity Five

C) Suggested StratIgE:

1) Have the students report the
results of their analysis of
last night's readings.

a) Ask: WHAT FEATURES OF
URBAN LIFE DID YOU FIND
THAT YOU EXPECTED TO
FIND?

b) Ask: WHAT NEW FEATURES DID
YOU COME UPON? Direct the
students to open their
booklets to pp. and
examine the data taken
from African newspapers.

Ask: WHAT ELSE DOES THIS
EVIDENCE TELL US ABOUT
LIFE IN AN AFRICAN CITY?

2) Ask: WHAT PROBLEMS MIGHT
WE EXPECT AFRICANS WHO ARE
NEW TO THE CITY TO ENCOUNTER?

25.

Students may have found:

Crowded living
Slums

Unfriendliness

Students may say Africans found:

Different kinds of people
Friendly people
Loneliness

Hope

Students migh say:

Loneliness
Poverty
No skills
Lack of money
Being "conned"
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3) Ask: WUAT WOULD BE SOME WAYS
IN WHICH PEOPLE MIGHT DEAL WITH
THESE PROBLEMS? List these on
the board.

4) Have the studentmgroup the items
on the list according to what-
ever headings they may suggest.
List these on the board over
the types of problems suggested
above.

5) Distribute the study guide for 1

homework readings. Have the
students list their classifica-
tions on the chart on the study
guide. (From the board)

6) For homework, direct the
atudents to read "Responses to
the City" in their booklets
and to complete the study
guide to see how some Africans
have handled these problems.

Students might say:

Form clubs
Drink
Become criminals
Work hard
Go back home
Get education
Leave the country
Join a rebellion
Take drugs

Live with relatives
Join a union

A classification may develop such as:
Reactions to Problems in City

Accommodation

Escape
Conformity
Rebellion



STUDY GUIDE - ACTIVITY FIVE

1. On the chart below, write in the names of the categories which we developed
in class today to classify the range of reactions to problems of city living

in Africa.

2. Now examine each of the reading selections which appear under "Responses to
the City" of your booklet. As you do, make a check after each name in the

column which best represents the ways which that individual responded to
city life.

3. Be alert for types of responses which do not fit our scheme. Write in

any additional categories which may emerge from your analysis.

Categories of Adjustment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Individual African

Swartyard
Rimboy
San o 11111WilliBuraimoh Alikatu
Isaac Olu Oyewujni
Peter Adam Ekon:

1111111_

David Njoku

ObafeNt Awolowu
Camara Laye

4. What seems to you to be the most comman_jm individual Africanswhether

they "make it or not"confront the problems of life in the city? State

your reasons why you think they do this:



ACTIVITY 6

A) Introduction: Activity Six is organized so students may begin to conclude
about the impact of urbanization on Africans. Since the data students

have so far employed in the unit have been taken from the literature
on this issue, today's activity is centered on the taped views of an

African who himself has lived much of what we have thus far been
analyzing.

The objectives of Activity Six are:

To generalize about the African response to city life.

To check generalizations against scholarly readings.

B) Materials: Taped Interview
Readings The Scholars' Views
Study Guide Activity Six

C) Suggested Strategy:

1) Ask: HOW DID OUR CATEGORIES
HOLDUP AGAINST THE READING
LAST NIGHT?

2) Ask: WHAT SEEMED TO BE THE
MOST TYPICAL WAY AFRICANS ARE
MEETING THE PROBLEMS OF CITY
LIFE?

3) Say: Let's see if these ideas
are right. Tell the class you
have a taped interview of an
African talking about his
experiences with village and
city life. Direct the students
to make a note of his ideasMN, 41111111

about the differences between
village and sta life.

4) Play the taped interview.

5) Ask: WHAT NEW THINGS DID YOU
FIND ABOUT AFRICANS IN CITIES?

27.

Students may say Africans:

Work Hard
Join groups (religious, "club", union)
Get education
Maintain contact with village

Students may say:

They are born in cities
They have problems such as reading
street sighs, getting and keeping
jobs, getting used to automobile
traffic
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Ask: WHAT CAN WE NOW SAY IN
GENERAL ABOUT. THE WAY AFRICANS
ARE RESPONDING TO CITY LIFE?
Have the students write this
statement into their notebooks.

6) For homework distribute the
study guide have the students
read the assessment of the
African responses to city life
under the title The Scholars'.
Views in their booklets.

Students might say:

It seems to be a fairly smooth

transition.

There is more connection be-
tween village and city life
thadis previously thought to
exist.
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STUDY GUIDE - ACTIVITY SIX

1. a. Make a list of the adjectives Basil Davidson employs to describe
the quality of city life as compared with the African countryside.

1111,

=00111...11,

b. Write a sentence below which summarizes Davidson's assessment of the
effect of city life on Africans and Africa.

2. a. What seems to be the major area of disagreement between Peter Lloyd's

and Basil Davidson's analysis of African urbanization?

b. List below at least two aspects of African urbanization cited by Lloyd

to support his argument about the degree to which Africans are having

difficulty in adjusting to the city.

3. a. AOcording to-'Kenneth Little, what is the major problem of adjustment
faced by Africans in cities?

b. List at least three (3) ways in which voluntary associations
specifically make this problem of adjustment less difficult than one
would suppose.

(1)

(2)

(3)

WIra........



4. Contrast the generalizations about Africans in the cities developed in
class today with those you have just read.

a. In what ways have these authors tended to confirm our assessment?

b. In what ways have they tended to reject our analysis?



INTERVIEW SCRIPT

In my own country I was born in the city. I had relatives in the

village so occasionaly went out for holidays to visit. my relatives had

cattle, sheep, and a few goats-but mostly cattle and sheep-and milking was

fun. We had the Kraal, which is the enclosure where you keep in the animals

in the evening and it was a pleasure in the evenings to go and drive the cattle

or sheep back home and chase these animals at milking time. In the mornings,

also, getting up in the morning; going out milking and then after mining

driving these to the open country. It was fun.

In the villages, I would say, perhaps the strongest difference (compared

to the city) is that all the adults seem to look after all the children,

irrespective of whose children they are. You could be told, "that's not

the right thing -to do," by anybody and you had to be careful of any. adult.

In the city you are only careful your parents didn't see you. Otherwise it

didn't matter very much, your behavior. Most people didn't care. As I grew

older I would say the children usually are little- -they were not familiar

with books and with the cinema, and things like this or comics which is

what - -that was the major difference between the children as far as I can

recall. But with older people I've never been able to make the comparison,

except that they weren't dressed as well and you know, either sandals or

no shoes at all. This was mainly a difference in appearance. As far as

Oh, they didn't talk about sportscricket or tennis-like the city people do.

They didn't talk about gambling and the races or something. You know there

was this difference in conversation. But (it was) otherwise in talking about

politics and things like this (That is, they are alike in this latter respect).

Yes, there is quite a problem with the direction with the streets and

things. I would say, yes, this is especially true. Almost the same as

29.
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when a person moves from a small village here (in the U.S.) into a big

city. You might have, oh, a farmer moving into a big city. He might have

similar problems. But here (in Africa)m thby would probably be made even

more difficult by the fact that people are illiterate, for one thing, and they

can't read the streets if they want. They've got tcs you know, ask all the

time. And with buses and where people don't usually tell you what to do,

they go about doing their own business, go on the bus and move on. Some-

times, if there's somebody who can notice that a person has been standing

there, by the bus stop, a little too long, then he might stop by and say;

"Can I help you?" But usually they are quite lost in a big city. They nsy,

have a store which may be about 4 or 5 miles on the roadside, you know, by the

roadside, anywhere. Or sometimes six miles away. And this is usually;:a general

store. And the differences between the residential area which-..what all the

village is, actually, is juat:a residential area. The difference between' that

and moving into a commercial area in the city is a little confusing.

They go to-look for jobs. Usually they have either relatives or somebody

who knows some-there's a household that requires a gardner or a cook or some-

body, oh, you know, laborer stuff. And the other problems of course, is cars,

you know, automobiles. There are too many and a village may not even have a

single one. Now going into the streets and crossing the streets and these

problems are really-the lights, they don't know about the lights and they usaully

move with the crowds, of course they can judge when to cross. But usually

they sometimes move half way up the- -down across the street and decide, "Mope,

there is a car coming, and he hasn't stopped yet," and they run back and you

can make out that this is a village person.
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Oh, they usually go in and stay with their relatives in the African

areas of the city. Usually they go there where they know somebody.

The problem might be when, oh, is the extent to which cult can be used.

In the villages usually people will do certain jobs without expecting to be

paid for them or to pay for them. But in the city it's different. The

people expect to be paid for what they do and the villager is a little upset

by this situation which is fairly uncommon in- the use of money.

The men would probably leave from the village to look for work in the

city leaving the family behind and he may not be able to' go back home for

another year or two years before he' might go back home. The jobs are such

that if he leavet the job somebody else is going to take over. And what" they

do usually is to find another -relative or somebody they know from the village

to place in the job and then they go home for a period, And until they. can

find somebody else to do this, it can be very difficult to come to the same

job.

At present, actually school leavers tend to go. to the city, both men and -

women, frotr-the_primary school. In Western Nigeria, primary education is

free. After the sixth grade, when they cannot continue, to secondary, school, or .

secondary modem school, then they go to the cities to look for work. And

this is true of both boys and girls, but more so with boys.. Girls. don't

usually go out that -much. But, I should hasten to add that girls are beginning

to move into the..cities.

In the South African - -I mean the West African city is also a fairly

intereating.7-it has Interesting differences. Usually the man who is in the

city has. a Mouser -in the village. Sohe belongs both to the city and to the

village.' So -when girls- and boys from the village go to the city they usually
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have relatives, because the village is usually also an area which is close to

the farming lands. So the men migrate from city to village. Occasionally,

actually, city people move over to the viliges for a period of time during

the farming year, and then go back to the town dwelling.

If you look at the west African cities, most of them were not started by

Europeans. They were there before the Europeans came. So that the old cities

with the walls and the old buildings and narrow lanes:stillexist. And you

find that the Europeans, when they came to settle in the same city built a

new set of streets and buildings of a different structure on the sides or

around. But the big, main city still remains and.m. fei walls have been

knocked here and you find winding streets among these mud- walled buildings.

And since these were not, in fact, built for the type of systems that you

find in the modern cities, drainage is fairly bad, you know, along the

streets. The streets themselves are fairly bad, they wind around and

they are narrow, and the little shops along the streets are temporal structures

most of the time. So there are quite a few --there are great differences.

This extension of the family into the village ;(by way of village clubs)

is very common. In village life in West Africa in the farming level, the

family-a man and his-wife-they do the labor work. And if that's too much,

they get the relatives to help. And if that is still too much, they get the

village to help. And this oneness continues, as it were, in the towns-in

the cities. First the relatives, then people from the same village tend to

associate.

In West Africa, although I would say in the last, bh, ten years, there

is a visible increase in crime in the cities. It has spilled over to the

villages, especially in countries where there have beenIcoups and were soldiers
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have taken over. And, as I would say, it would depend on the nature of

crimes (that is whether or not-there has been an increase due to urbanization).

In Oniteha, for instance,-and I have seen this happen in Lagos, -where a person
, t

has shouted"Thiefl" and a .whole crowd of people have chased this person

throwing stones, and the police had really to defend that person in a city

the size of Lagos, and the size-of Onitsha. One does notice that the ethics

of the village carry over into the city, and especially when the people in the

city themselves are the same people who live in the village. You couldn't

say the same thing about South African cities. There is definitely a distinc-

tion, and there is greater crime.

There is a definite blending in this sense that the people who have

and who are properly educated ones as well. Some of them were in England

and some of them have associated with Englishmen within the government

structures and their behavior tends to be Westernized--although they still

remain African themselves. The man who has not been to England and also who

has grown up in the West African situation reads the books; he goes to school;

he interprets the books the way they should be interpreted in English, but he

does not get to take in the habit& that so with this. He keeps and maintains

the African traditional behavior forms. Let's say, for instance, if a person

comes into a house-one is usually invited to eat in African tradition, even

if you didn't know they were coming. It might not be courteous to say, "No,"

You might take one mouthful, then that will be "No." You would say no thank-

you. You would taste one little bit or you might not eat at all. Now a per-

son who has been in England and who has been there probably for quite a while

might dispense with this -you know,heiving brushed his teeth or something else,

and wouldn't take a mouthful or drink of something he does not really want to
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take. And this is not--for a stranger it would be acceptable if they said

"No." A foreigner, you know, they call him a stranger-a foreigner, with

different habits. But, for somebody who has grown up in that soCiety'tot'do

that is insulting. And, to an educated West African who has lived his life

in West Africa; has gone through the education system, and through university

without bothering with the Western culture, or not having come into contact

with the people who try to practice them, that he might feel (that Les such

behavior) is an insult. And this is a gap that is being created-not a

generation gap but I suppose, a culture gap.



ACTIVITY 7

A) Introduction: This activity concludes this study of African urbanization.
It is especially designed to demonstrate one possible direction which

further inquires into African urbanizationand urbanization in general
might lead.

The objectivesof Activity Seven are:

To conclude.

To hypothesize about urban life in the United States

as compared with Africa.

B) Materials: None

C) Suggested Strategy:

=111111111.11=1.1=11111

1) Have:the students refer to their
study guides for last nights
homework.

a) Ask: WHAT ADJECTIVES DID f He employed:
'BASIL DAVIDSON USE TO
DESCRIBE AFRICAN CITY LIFE ?l Dangerous

Challenging
Harsh
Exciting
Hostile
Beckoning

b) Ask: HOW DTA HIS DESCRID.
TIaN COMPARE WITH ANALYSIS
OF THE IWO SOCIAL SCIENT.0

ISTS?

c) Ask: WHAT CHANGES SHOULD
WE MAKE WITH OUR GENERAL
ZARION ABOUT THE AFRICAN
RESPONSE TO THE CITY IN
VIEW OF THESE READINGS?

2) Ask: IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU THINK
THAT THE AFRICAN RESPONSE TO
CITY LIFE MIGHT BE SIMILAR
TO ONE EXPERIENCED IN THE
UNITED STATES?

35.

Davidson tends to emphasize the
crisis musts of the transition
from rural to urban life to a
greater degree than Little and Lloyd.

Students might say:

Voluntary associations help to
bridge the gap in our cities.
(Elks, Mose, Trade Unions,
Knights of Columbus,...).
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Ask: IN WHAT WAYS WOULD YOU
EXPECT THE RESPONSES TO BE
DIFFERENT? WHY?

3) Ask: HOW COULD WE FIND OUT IF
WE ARE RIGHT?

People might. also move in
temporarily with relatives.

They might go back home just
as Africans.

It

Students might say we have:

Less language difficulties apparently
Longer experience with city life
Greater chances to belonely (less of
a family tradition than is generally

true in Africa)

Students might say they could compare

what we now know about African cities
with a more detailed study of life
in one or two American cities.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the 1960 U.S. Census, 6970 of all U.S. citizens lived in
cities of 50,000 or more people. It seems appropriate, then, to begin a
study of cities and city life in Africa by examining some data about
cities of similar size in Africa. So that we may get a better idea of
just what such a city is like, the selection below describes what a
typical American city of this size "looks like."

The averagg city. .

Adapted from U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and City
Data Book, 1962 (A Statistical Abstract Summary). U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington; D.C., 1962.

...Eugene, Oregon - 50,977.

THE LURE OF THE CITY

Essi, a freshly-scrubbed country girl innocently arrives at a Lagos
railroad station and while waiting for her mother is "led astray" by
a flashy "city-type" young man. At the "Harlem Club," a Lagos night
spot,Essi ponders the scene before her--and reveals why many young
Africans are drawn to the city.

Essi sat at...

Adapted from Cyprian Ekwensi, Lokotown and Other Stories.

London: Heinemann Educational Books, Ltd., 1966, pp. 113-114.

...particles, and smoke.

1.
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The President of the Umuofia Progressive Union, (a hometown club for
men in Lagos gives a member a piece of his mind on the subject of
sleeping on the job.

You did not...

MIL

Adapted from Chinua Achebe, No Longer At Ease. London:
Heinemann Educational Books, Ltd., 1965, p. 79.

...them to Lagos.

A young girl, newly arrived in the city, seeks help from a fellow Ibo
tribesman who is a minor civil servant in the Government. Obi then
reflects on what brings some Nigerians to the city.

'Is a scholarship

Adapted from Chinua Achebe, No Longer At Ease. London:
Heinemann Educational Books, Ltd., 1965, pp. 91-92.

...make any promises

Jagua Nana, the heroine of this novel, recalls the life she formerly
had in her home village and why it was that she came to Accra, Ghana.

She was Jagua,

Adapted from Cyprian Ekwensi, Lokotown and Other Stories.
London: Heinemann Educational Books, Ltd., 1966, pp. 95-100.

...way to Accra
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A young man explains why he felt drawn to the city, despite his awareness
of the difficulties for Africans in South African urban centers.

My friend Jonathan...

Adapted from Peter Abrahams, Tell Freedom. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1954, pp. 275-277.

this new world

THE CITY: SONE REALITIES

Author-Psychologist Wulf Sachs relates the feelings and perceptions
which John--the "subject" of his study--experienced when he arrived
with his family for the first time in Johannesburg, South Africa.

John was tired...

Adapted from Wulf Sachs, 1111ELLIEL. Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1947, pp. 70-71.

...toffee to suck....

Not all first impressions of the city are necessarily as devasting as
that described by Sachs. In the next selection, Chief Obafemi Awolowo
presents an autobiographical account of a somewhat different experience.

On the approach...

Adapted from Obafemi Awolowo, 211±baolimultx2fglief
Obafemi Awolowo, Cambridge, England: Cambridge University
Press, 1960, pp. 36-37.

...ordinary human beings.



What is the experience of rural migrants to the city after they have
spent some time there? One view--and a somewhat acid one at that--
is presented by poet Lenrie Peters. Here he describes the life style
of workmen in the city.

After they put...

IAdapted from Lenrie Peters, Satellites. London: Heinemann
Educaticnal Books. Ltd., 1967, pp. 100-101.

AM,

...in their hand.

Letters to an African newspaper's version of "Ann Landers" reveals yet
another variety of 'reality' faced by rural immigrants to cities.

I cannot make...

Adapted from Gustav Jahoda, "Love, Narriage, and Social Change:
Letters to the Advice Column of a West Africa Newspaper," in
van den Berghe, Pierre L. (ed.), Africa; Social Problems of
Change and Conflict, San Fransisco, California: Chandler
Publishing Company, 1965, p. 151 and p. 155.

.

to be happy?'

4.

This final excerpt is taken from a novel about a young man "on the make"
in Lagos, Nigeria. Although he has achieved some success in this venture,
he pauses here to reflect on the "real" Lagos as it compares with his
first impressions.

...Obi, newly returned...

Adapted from Chinua Achebe, No Longer At Ease. London:
Heinemann Educational Books. Ltd., 1965, pp. 16-18.

...bagFUTURE MINISTER.



One way for us to find out what life in an African city is like is toexamine the classified ads of African newspapers. This last readingselection contains such data regarding an East African city--Nairobi,
Kenya--and that of the West African city (and metropolitan area) ofIbadan, Nigeria.
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DONOVAN
MAULE
THEATRE

TONIGHT 04 and 9.30

THE ITALIAN
GIRL

by
IRIS MURDOCH

(Author of A Severed Head)

An outrageous sexual
comedy.

LADIES' SHOW
Special Announcements

EVERY MONDAY at
2.45 p.m. Glebe Cinema

will have a special
Lsdies'Show

of Hindustani Films
Ladies

make sure to see your
favourite Hindustani Films
every Monday afternoon

at- the Globe.

WE HAVE ALL THE FAVorlitifrE FOOD
EXPERTLY PREPARED AND SERVED.

Gracious atmosphere
Courteous service
English and

continental dishes

More than 100 different
varieties
Air-conditioned dining- room

DINE OUT AND
ENJOY THE
MUSIC AT OUR

DISCOTHEQUE

.111!, 11% ,

RENDEZVOUS
RESTAURANT

kimathi-Street. Phone: 25212

The International Striptease
Star

MISS MANDY SILVER
Appearing Nightly at the
SOMBRERO

CLUB
Also appearing

ABDULLA the most popular
fire eater, Limbo and African

Warrior Dancer.
In support

The outstanding SOMBRERO BAND with the
STAR SINGER- GREGORY..
(Temporary Membership available)

A 'Well-kuown
ASTROLOGER
can solve your

afflict* problems
See perSonally or

write-to

S_. P. MAHARAJ
JYOTISHI

'P.O.-Box 30169,.NAIROBI
Office:Hasiat Road

Phone _22624

itesidence: -Nairobi West
Telephone 58076 and 59360-

ELEPHANT
SPECIAL

For all your sporting
requirements

NIGERSPORTS
Equipment Shop

(opposite Kingsway)
P.M.B. 5297, Madan

Tel : 24614.

-:

LAST TWO PERFORMANCES
Today at 7 and 9.30

United Artists present

LIVE FOR
LIFE

Starring
YVES lIONTAND

CAMICE BERGEN
ANNIE GIRARDOT

The sequel to the popular
"A MAN AND A WOMAN"
The film that was shot here in

Kenya
How long can YVES MONTAND

doubic -cross his wife
(Unsuitable for children under 16)

Patrons plrase note that
LIVE FOR LIFE

will start promptly at the 7 p.m.
performance

OPENING TOMORROW
at 7.15 only

Universal presents

THE RIDE TO
HANGMAN'S TREE

Starring
JACK LORD

MELODIE JOHNSON
She didn't need a pin to sct

what she wanted!
(General Exhibition)

111M.Ms

Do not mis
dancing to

THE SLINGERS
every Saturday &
Sunday afternoon

at
KOLOLO CLUB

Under 18 not admitted.

DON'T
FORGET TO

COME RACING
at

NGONG RACECOURSE

RESULTS FOR 13/9/69
12, 22, 26, 27, 40,41

Complimentary NuMber
29

TIGER
(KENYA AGENCY)
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In Memoriam
CYNTIIINO Jenkins Martins - WI
rsmImor yOu todaY ur 72nd birth.
dlv. ABbeki. Jidi. *onke Lois.
Tuadi.
.JAIYESIMI - in £vIn and affie-
til'lt memory our dearly ail.ved
randmotriif. Aiaba jalyestmt (slisS
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Memorial Sevvice

For Sowande

THE
Sowande family of

Abeokuta recently

held a memorial Service

in honour of late Daddy

Josiah Sowande, of Ipo.

ro.Ake, Abeokuta.
Daddy Sowande died 60
years ago.

CLUB 21 APAPA
Proudly present

For one Night only

MISS ZEINA AMAR
The Chain Slave Dancer

The Snake Dancer

The Toble Dancer

The Belly Dancer

MEET HER TOMORROW NIGHT AT CLUB 21
- - PIuS. SR44t21



Although the focus of these readings is on individual adjustment to
the conditions of urban life, the first selection, by way of introduc-
tion,.deals with the ways in which a group of Africans are reconciling
themselves--at least once a week--to the city.

A pitch-dark...

IAdapted from Wulf Sachs, Black Anger, 22. cit. p. 141.

...of physical ecstasy

The setting of this passage is Monrovia, capital and major port of
Liberia. Kim 1222:, the subject of this study, relates his experience
in the city as he tries to become "educated."

When I came...

Adapted from Merran Fraenkel, Tribe and Class in Monrovia.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1964, pp. 204-205.

...times for highship.

As we have seen previously, fictional stories about Africa often give us
insight into the way people live. This next selection, taken from Cyprian
Ekwensi's novel People of the City, pictures the ways which two Africans
found to cope with the city. The narrative begins with Sango, the chief
character of the novel, reflecting about his job as crime reporter on
a newspaper.

For Sango4 life...

Adapted from Cyprian Ekwensi, Esultafthe City. New
York: Fawcett World Library, 1969, pp. 73-75.

...the tragedy remained.

7.



Social scientist Leonard Plotnicov studied the patterns of living
developed by African immigrants to Jos, Nigeria. The next selections
present the personal testimony of three of these men.

When it comes...

Adapted from Leonard Plotnicov, Strangers to the City:
Urban Man in Jos, Nigeria. Pittsburgh, Pa.: The University
of Pittsburgh Press, 1967, pp. 104-105; 191-201; 250-251.

...I be ashamed.

The passages we have been so far examining have dealt exclusively with
the ways which men are accomodating themselves to urban life. This
selection, however, relates the fictional account of the means some-
times taken by women in the city. It serves also to remind us that
women as well as men are coming to live in African cities.

It had spread...

Adapted from T.H. Pwala, "The Thing" in Herbert L. Share
and Megchelina Share-Bos, (eds.). Come Back Africa! New
York: International Publishers, 1968, pp. 75-81.

.Mr.

...now with Ma-Ndlovu.

8.
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Chief Obafemi Awolowo recalls for us a very trying time in his life
just after his arrival in Lagos, Nigeria.

When I arrived

Adapted from Obafemi Awolowo, The Autobiography of
Chief Obafemi Awolowo, 2.2. cit. pp. 73-74.

...of anxious reflection.

Camera Laye's autobiographical account of his life in French West
Africa reveals yet another "type of adjustment" available to people
who go to the city. In this selection, Laya describes the first ftw
days of his arrival in the city from Kouroussa, his home village.

Four days out...

Adapted from Camara Laye, The African Child. London:
Fontana Books, 1966, pp. 129-130.

...a promised land.

THE SCHOLARS' VIEWS

Basil Davidson is a newspaperman and writer who has published a great
deal on African history and culture. The selection below was taken
from his most recent book--The African Genius--and reveals his assess-
spent of the impact of urbanization on Africans today.

These processes of

Adapted from Basil Davidson, The African Genius: Nn
Introduction to African Cultural and Social Kistor .YT
Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1969, pp. 297-301.

.of the continent.



10.

Professor Lloyd, a sociologist specializing in the people of West Africa,
presents a somewhat less traumatic and more "detached" view of West
African cities and the Africans who live in them.

With the rapid...

01M11111..m..i

Adapted from P.C. Lloyd, Africa in Social Change. Baltimore,
Maryland: Penguin Books, 1969, pp. 112-118.

...in the town....

Kenneth Little specializes in the sociology of urban life in West Africa.
He has made an extensive study of the voluntary associations--or "clubs"
in African cities and describes below just how they Ina function for
Africans new to city life.

...African social change...

Adapted from Kenneth Little, West African Urbanization;
A Study of Voluntary Associations in Social Change.
London: Cambridge University Press, 1965, pp. 85-90.

...the world outside.


